


value potential in Banking
$200-340B

increased productivity of 
the Banking industry’s 
annual operating profits

9-15%

Productivity Gains

Customer Service Software engineering
+30-45%
of current servicing costs

+20-45%
of current annual spending 

Marketing R&D
+5-15%
of total marketing spend

+10-15%
of overall R&D costs

Generative AI holds immense potential for 
productivity gains for financial services

Source: “Economic potential of GenAI” McKinsey, 2023



Proprietary + ConfidentialGenerative AI creates a better customer 
experience at a fraction of the cost 

Reduce operating 
expense (opex) 

retail banks that leverage 
Generative AI can realized 
immediate expense 
reductions.

Increase revenue 
via higher ARPU

with AI-driven customization 
and upsell/cross-sell 
opportunities.  

Improve CSAT and NPS

with a combination of virtual 
agents, better prepared live 
agents/bankers, reduction in 
risks and greater personalization





Gemini marks the next phase on Google’s 
journey to making

AI more helpful for everyone

● Natively Multi-modal including text, code, 
images, audio and video

● Better understanding and reasoning 
across modalities

● Expanded context window (up to 1 Million 
Tokens) 

Next-Generation Model



It takes more than just a model to drive business value with GenAI
● Ease of Use and Accelerated Development 

● Model Garden for Pre-Trained Models

● Customization and Fine-Tuning

● Scalability and Reliability

● Responsible AI Features

● Develop and deploy production ready applications

● Integration with greater tech ecosystem (i.e. Cloud)

● Continuous Innovation

Fully-managed, unified AI development platform



Google's mission is to organize the world's 
information and make it 

universally accessible and useful

Human Ingenuity





Gemini: Product Recommendations Demo





Hyper-Personalized Financial Advice

Generate intelligent summaries 
of relevant documents with 
sourcing provided, helping 
analysts focus their time on 
the most important 
information. 

Example: Gen AI can explore 
topics with natural language, 
assist in sentiment analysis, 
and aggregate financial data 

Example only

Investment 
manager

I need to assess the 
semiconductor industry

Summarized view of research from 
internal and external data sources



Enhance insights & customer predictions

Improve self-service & 
deflection rates

Modernize 
chat & voice 

infrastructure
Boost agent & 

employee productivity

1 2 3
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Generative AI improves self-service experience & deflection rates

Virtual agents enhance retail 
banking customer 
experience by providing:

24/7 immediate support 
for common inquiries 
and basic transactions.
Personalized 
interactions through 
data analysis and 
tailored 
recommendations.









Summarization
Real-time abstractive call summary 
with customizable focus area and 
writing styles

Live Transcription 
Transcribes all interactions 
between customer and agent 
automatically, including PII 
reduction. 

Knowledge Assist 

Provides agent-facing infobot and 
proactively surfaces generative answers 
with relevant knowledge articles.

Smart Reply (Chat only) 
Suggests chat responses for the 
agent using conversation context

LLM Assist & Coach
Offers real-time, step-by-step 
coaching guidance



Live Transcription
Key Benefits
● Useful as captions
● Improves agents’ comprehension of, attention to, 

and memory for the conversation, especially for 
non-native speakers, hard-of-hearing audio 
streaming, noisy environments.

● Provides agents the ability to check previous 
information from the call. 

● Can be sent to customer as a reference
● Could be stored the transcription in a CRM for 

further lookup.



What it does:
● Semantic search
● Provides answers based on doc content (FAQ, docs, 

websites, pdf, etc.)
● Real-time use of agent/customer conversation context 

(Q3’23)
● Proactively suggest queries or answers (Q3’23)

Benefits:
● Extractive and generative capabilities
● Short answer snippets from long docs
● Answer snippets that agents can use as responses



Smart Reply predicts what the agent 
should say next, based on the 
conversation context and your 
historic data.
 
Key benefits
● Reduces time to respond to 

customer messages
● Helps agents maintain context 

across multiple conversations
● Personalization: Increase agents’ 

use of the suggested responses



Support bot and human conversation 
summaries

Key benefits
● Help agents understand 

customers’ request and previous 
conversation with call summary

● Suggest summary draft at the 
end of a conversation; help 
agents to write better formatted 
summary with much less effort

LLM 
Summarization



LLM Assist & Coach

LLM

Agent Training Cost is High
1. Onboarding Training cost is high ( $7500 per agent,1-3 
mos)
2. Turn-over rate is high. (30-45% yearly; Agent Churn in 6 
-12 mos)
Gaps between high performing and average 
performing agents are huge.

Allows you to self-define prompts

● Compliance/Behaviour Coaching
E.g., Authentication; AHT watcher

● Task-oriented Coaching
E.g., Troubleshooting

● Upsell & Cross-sell
E.g., Plan upgrading



Generative AI-powered Dynamic Risk Profiling and Fraud Detection





Seamless and Intelligent Customer Onboarding and KYC Processes
















